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Abstract—With the prevalence of cloud storage, data dedupli-
cation has been a widely used technology by removing cross
users’ duplicate data and saving network bandwidth. Never-
theless, traditional data deduplication hardly detects duplicate
data among resemblance chunks. Currently, a resemblance data
deduplication, called Finesse, has been proposed to detect and
remove the duplicate data among similar chunks efficiently.
However, we observe that the chunks following the similar
chunk have a high chance of resembling data locality property,
and vice versa. Processing these adjacent similar chunks in
small average chunk size level increases the metadata, which
deteriorates the deduplication system performance. Moreover,
existing resemblance data deduplication schemes ignore the
performance impact from metadata. Therefore, we propose a
fast variable-grained resemblance data deduplication for cloud
storage. It dynamically combines the adjacent resemblance
chunks or unique chunks or breaks those chunks, located at
the transition region between resemblance chunks and unique
chunks. Finally, we implement a prototype and conduct a serial
of experiments on real-world datasets. The results show that our
method dramatically reduces the metadata size while achieving
the high deduplication ratio.

Index Terms—Resemblance Data Deduplication, Cloud Stor-
age, Metadata Size, Variabe-Grained

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of the internet and electronic device,
people prefer to outsource their data into cloud storage, such
as Google Drive, Dropbox, and Baidu [1]. It achieves more
flexibility and reliability for users’ outsource data. Undoubt-
edly, there is much redundancy among the multi-user cloud
storage scenario. These duplicate data significantly deteriorate
the storage utilization and waste a part of network bandwidth.
Thus, many researchers eliminate these redundant data during
storage processing by introducing data deduplication technol-
ogy.

Data deduplication detects duplicate data based on their
hash values, such as Rabin Fingerprint values. The same data
share one hash value. The deduplication system does not store
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duplicate data based on the duplicate data detection results.
To explore more redundancy among these data, researchers
break the large data into small chunks. For example, existing
chunking algorithms evolve from fixed-size chunking into
content-defined chunking algorithm such as BSW [2], TTTD
[3], Elastic Chunking [4], and Fast CDC [5] . Thus, the smaller
the chunk size it has, the more redundancy it achieves.

However, traditional data deduplication work only detects
the completely duplicate data but fails to remove redundancy
in resemblance data. Specifically, two chunks share a large
part of the content with a few different bytes, leading to
different hash values. Traditional data deduplication treats
them as unique chunks because of different hash values.
Obviously, the redundancy among similar chunks is hardly
detected. Moreover, there are many redundancies in the multi-
user storage scenario. Detecting and Removing these duplicate
data in similar chunks can further save the network bandwidth
and cloud storage space.

As the state-of-the-art work, N-transform [6] and Finesse
[7] are proposed to detect the redundant data and use the
delta compression to remove the redundancy part. Only the
unique content is stored. In order to ensure a high similarity
detection efficiency, N-transform generates the feature for each
chunk. Furthermore, whether the chunk is a resemblance with
others or not depends on the feature distance. The shorter the
feature distance it has, the more similar the two chunks are. N-
transform extracts all the Rabin fingerprints [8] of a chunk. All
the Rabin fingerprint values are linearly transformed N times
into N-dimensional hash sets. Then, the N maximal values,
one from each of the N dimensions, are selected as features.
Nevertheless, the N-transform suffers from the feature calcu-
lations caused by the linear transformation process.

To further speed up the resemblance detection, Finesse
calculates the chunk features with a grouping strategy [7].
Specifically, it divides the chunk into sub-chunks and extracts
their corresponding Rabin fingerprints into several contiguous
sets of the same size. Then, these values construct the feature
by grouping together based on each set’s rank. The goal of
Finesse is to achieve better performance than the N-transform
method in resemblance detection. Although Finesse improves978-1-7281-7744-1/21/$31.00 © 2021 IEEE



the performance by saving the transform process compared
with N-transform, the existing resemblance detection scheme,
include Finesse, ignores the metadata factor critical in dedu-
plication performance.

Therefore, the metadata factor is critical in deduplication
system performance based on previous research [9]. The
smaller the average chunk size it is, the larger the metadata
it generates. Although the small average chunk size could
detect more duplicate data, it also produces much metadata.
It greatly increases the data management difficulty such as
the data fragmentation problem. Thus, the deduplication ratio
should also consider the metadata factor. which is equal
to unprocessed whole storage size

processed storage size+metadata size . Furthermore, the
situation will be worse in resemblance data deduplication. The
state-of-the-art resemblance detection work induces extensive
computation and produces much more metadata, including the
chunk feature, validation code, and chunk sequence informa-
tion.

In summary, data deduplication is an essential technology in
the cloud storage scenario. Removing the duplicate part among
the resemblance data greatly saves the network bandwidth
and improves cloud storage utilization. However, existing
resemblance data deduplication schemes fail to consider the
metadata factor in deduplication. Therefore, we propose a
fast variable-grained resemblance data deduplication for cloud
storage by considering the metadata factor in resemblance
detection. The essential idea of our work is to avoid un-
necessary resemblance detection computation and decrease
the metadata size through variable-grained resemblance chunk
detection. Thus, we split the data with a high probability
of redundancy in fine-grained during the resemblance data
deduplication while processing the data with a low probability
of redundancy in coarse-granularity. The main contributions in
this paper are summarized as follows:

• Firstly, we analyze the limitation in existing resemblance
data deduplication schemes. The metadata size is critical
in deduplication performance. Dynamically combining
the adjacent resemblance chunks or unique chunks in re-
semblance data deduplication may significantly decrease
the metadata size.

• Secondly, we propose a fast variable-grained resem-
blance data deduplication based on our observations. It
avoids unnecessary resemblance detection computation
and decreases the metadata size through variable-grained
resemblance chunk detection.

• Finally, we conduct extensive simulations to evaluate our
design. The experimental results show that our method
outperforms the state-of-the-art work in metadata size and
the deduplication ratio.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related
work about resemblance data deduplication is summarized in
Section II. In Section III, we analyze the problem of the latest
resemblance detection work in deduplication. Then, we pro-
pose a fast variable-grained resemblance data deduplication for
cloud storage in Section IV. Finally, we present experimental

results and conclude the paper in Section V and Section VI,
respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

With the prevalence of cloud storage technology, data dedu-
plication becomes a critical technology to achieve high storage
utilization and save network bandwidth. The deduplication
technique benefits attract lots of researchers. In this section,
we category the related work into two parts based on whether
the deduplication supports the resemblance detection or not.

A. Traditional Deduplication

The main idea of Traditional deduplication is to remove the
duplicate data by comparing the hash value for each chunk
[10]. Only the unique chunk is stored. It was utilized into var-
ious cloud storage scenario such as primary and backup-level
storage [11]–[14] to remove the redundancy. Other systems
use different approaches to improve the effectiveness of data
deduplication, such as integrating block-level deduplication
with compression [15] and global deduplication method [16].
Moreover, data deduplication has also attracted considerable
attention for virtual machine images [17]–[19]. However,
based on our observation, there are lots of redundancy among
non-duplicate but highly similar chunks. The existing tradi-
tional deduplication can hardly detect and remove the duplicate
part among the resemblance chunks.

B. Resemblance Data Deduplication

To detect and remove the duplicate part among resemblance
chunks, some researchers utilize delta compression, a data
reduction technique, to maximize the compression ratio [6],
[20]. It takes the delta algorithm with delta format to record
the difference between similar chunks. Only the differences
are recorded in delta files. Nevertheless, delta compression can
hardly answer which chunks should be treated as the candi-
dates for delta compression. Therefore, resemblance detection
is the first step for delta compression to determine the resem-
blance among various chunks. Aronovich el at. [21] propose a
novel type of similarity signatures serving in the deduplication
system. It combines similarity matching schemes with byte
by byte comparison or hash-based identity schemes. Xu el
at. [22] propose a similarity-based deduplication system for
database management systems by using byte-level encoding
to achieve greater savings. There are also some other coarse-
grained resemblance detection approaches [6], [23], [24].
These methods extract features from non-overlapped chunks
and may suffer from high false positives.

As the latest work, such as N-transform [6] and Finesse
[7], attempts to improve the resemblance detection accuracy
and performance using the grouping features mechanism. Both
of these methods are chunk-level resemblance detection. In
N-transform, it extracts the top k largest Rabin fingerprint
values of a chunk. Then a super-feature of this chunk can
be calculated by several such features. Furthermore, Finesse
extracts the largest Rabin fingerprint value in each subchunk
and groups the Rabin fingerprint values as the features based



on these values’ ranking. However, the metadata factor is
critical in deduplication system performance based on previous
research [9]. The smaller the average chunk size is , the larger
the metadata it generates. The situation will be worst when
we consider resemblance detection in data deduplication. The
state-of-the-art resemblance detection work induces extensive
computation and produces much more metadata, including the
chunk feature, validation code, and chunk sequence informa-
tion. The existing resemblance detection method does not con-
sider the metadata during the data deduplication processing.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this part, we mainly discuss the limitations of existing
resemblance data deduplication. To remove the redundancy
among similar chunks, most researchers measure the similarity
among chunks by extracting each chunk content’s features.
The most common feature extraction method is to select the
top k largest Rabin fingerprint values in a chunk as the feature.
Then, the similarity distance could be measured by these
features. Only the different parts are stored according to the
most similar pair of chunks.

However, the existing resemblance data deduplication
scheme [6], [7] fails to consider the metadata factor, which
may deteriorate the performance and increase the management
complexity. The Metadata in a traditional deduplication system
describes the basic chunk hash value and the relationship
among chunks and the original data. The metadata size will
be larger in resemblance data deduplication compared with
the traditional one. Besides the traditional metadata elements,
it also includes each chunk feature, a set of hash values. All
the features should be recorded in the metadata. As the feature
dimension rising, the metadata size will increase dramatically.

This increasing metadata seriously deteriorates the perfor-
mance of the uploading and downloading processes in the
deduplication system. Specifically, the metadata size is related
to the chunk number in deduplication. To explore much more
duplicate data, the fine-grained average chunk size is setted.
The negative impact of this setting is increasing the metadata
size and deteriorates the uploading performance even though
it has the chunk container scheme. It is because that too many
small chunks of uploading degrade the system’s performance.
Similarly, the recovery process in deduplication also needs
to assemble these chunks based on metadata. The situation
will be worsen in resemblance data detection. Moreover,
the existing resemblance data deduplication schemes hardly
consider the metadata factor.

Furthermore, the chunks following the similar chunk have
a high chance to be resemble based on data locality property,
and vice versa. What is more, if we defined two resemblance
chunks’ delta encoding result as a compression result, the
compression results of each adjacent resemblance chunks are
larger than the compression result that we treat these chunks
as a whole. Moreover, treating these chunks at the fine-grained
level without distinction also increases the metadata size.
Thus, we suppose that dynamically combining the adjacent
resemblance chunks or unique chunks in resemblance data

deduplication may significantly decrease the metadata size.
Furthermore, breaking those chunks, located at the transition
region between resemblance chunk and unique chunk, is good
for removing much more duplicate data. Inspired by this
observation, we attempt to design a Fast variable-grained
resemblance data deduplication scheme.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we first introduce the high-level workflow
about our resemblance data deduplication design. Next, a fast
variable-grained resemblance detection scheme is elaborated.
It aims to decrease the metadata size and keep the high dedu-
plication ratio. Finally, we briefly describe the implementation
of our design.

A. the Overview of Workflow

Based on our observation, our design must avoid unnec-
essary resemblance detection computation and decrease the
metadata size through variable-grained resemblance chunk
detection. Thus, we first process the data slices in coarse-
granularity with a low probability of duplicate data. Then,
we further split the data slices with a high probability of
redundancy in fine-grained. To simplify the description of
our design, we introduce the workflow of our design in two
processes: uploading and downloading, which is shown in
Figure 1.

In the uploading process, the target uploading data is split
into chunks based on coarse-grained average chunk size. Then,
these chunks are categorized into three kinds of chunks, such
as Transition region chunk, duplicate chunk, and non-duplicate
chunk through the interaction with the server. It is because
these chunks are in coarse-grained levels. The client can
easily achieve these chunks’ categories. After achieving this
classified information, the client calculates the duplicate chunk
ratio for the target data based on the divisor value between
the duplicate chunk count and total chunk count. Then, the
client decides whether further divide the whole chunks or
part chunks into sub-chunks in fine-grained level. Finally, the
client extracts the features of non-duplicate chunks or sub-
chunks. Similar chunks are detected based on these features
through the interaction with the server. Only the unique non-
resemblance chunks or sub-chunks, delta file, and metadata
are stored at the server-side.

When the client initiates a remote file request, the server
first locates the file’s corresponding metadata. Then, the related
chunks, sub-chunks, and delta files are located based on meta-
data information. Next, the server recovers the resemblance
chunks or sub-chunks based on the inverse operations of delta
encoding. Then, based on the recovery sequence in metadata,
the server put these related data together and sent the requested
file to the client. It is noted that variable grained resemblance
chunk detection greatly avoids unnecessary resemblance com-
putation and significantly decreases the metadata size detailed
in the following subsection.
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Fig. 1. The Overview of Fast Variable-Grained Resemblance Data Deduplication

B. Fast Variable-Grained Resemblance Detection Scheme

In this subsection, the fast variable-grained resemblance
detection scheme is elaborated as shown in Algorithm 1.
To dynamically detect the duplicate data in resemblance
data detection, we introduce two average chunk size. One is
the coarse-level average chunk size. The other is the fine-
grained average chunk size. For each target data fp, the
fast variable-grained resemblance detection scheme split fp
into chunks based on the coarse-level average chunk size
avg chunk size. Next, the client can determine whether each
chunk is unique or not. Once the cloud server did not store
the chunk’s hash value, it will be treated as a unique chunk.
Next, the client marks the duplicate chunk location based on
these chunks’ sequence.

Then, the client gets a series of coarse-level chunks in
sequence. To faciliate the later fine-grained process, each
unique chunk adjacent to the duplicate chunk is split into sub-
chunks based on fine-grained average chunk size, grain size.
We defined the sub-chunk set as T Set. Furthermore, the
unique chunk that does not adjacent with duplicate chunks
is directly put into the B Set set. Next, the client calculates
each coarse-level chunk’s hash value and marks the duplicate
chunk’s location. After the coarse-level chunking, the client
statistics the duplicate chunks’ proportion init dup ratio in
the target data.

The main reason for statistics is to accelerate the resem-
blance chunk detection. Once the proportion init dup ratio
is less than the threshold, which is a predefined value, the
client will further process the whole unique chunks at a fine-
grained level. Specifically, the whole unique chunks in BSet

need to be split into sub-chunks based on grain size and
put them into the TSet. Finally, each element in TSet and

BSet are calculate the chunk feature based on Finesse [7].
After receiving the chunk or sub-chunk feature, the server can
select a similar chunk and record the different parts by delta
encoding. The metadata in resemblance data deduplication
includes the unique chunk or sub-chunk’s features, chunk hash
value, relationship information among chunks, sub-chunks,
and the target data.

C. Implementation

In this subsection, we briefly describe the implementa-
tion of our design. We use the traditional content-defined
chunking algorithm as the splitting algorithm. Each content-
defined chunking algorithm has an average chunk size setting
parameters. In our design, we take two kinds of average chunk
size parameters. One is the coarse-grained average chunk size
avg chunk size. The other is the fine-grained average chunk
size grain size. It is noted that the threshold in Algorithm
1 is set as 0.01, which is an empirical value. We will further
study it in our future work. In addition, the chunk feature
extraction is the same with the Finesse [7]. Specifically, it
extracts the top k largest Rabin fingerprint values of a chunk.
Then a super-feature of this chunk can be calculated by several
such features. The client extracts the largest Rabin fingerprint
value in each subchunk and groups the Rabin fingerprint values
as the features based on these values’ ranking. Moreover, we
use the VCDiff [25] as the delta encoding implementation.

V. EVALUATION

A. DataSets

To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we choose
three distinct real-world workloads. The first one is the macOS
workload [26], which collects the snapshots from various



Algorithm 1 Fast Variable-Grained Resemblance detection
scheme
Input: fp: target data path; avg chunk size: coarse-level av-

erage chunk size;grain size: fine-grained average chunk
size;

Output: Delta files, metadata;
1: split the target data fp into coarse-grained chunks, such

as ck1, ck2, · · · , cki, based on avg chunk size
2: for ck1 in cki do
3: calculate each cki’s hash value and mark the duplicate

chunks’ location → Set L
4: end for
5: for each element in Set L do
6: if the i-th element is unique chunk and adjacent with

duplicate chunk then
7: split the cki into sub-chunks such as

sub ck1, sub ck2, · · · , sub ckj ,, based on grain size
8: Chunk Set TSet ← sub ckj
9: else if the i-th element is unique chunk and not

adjacent with duplicate chunk then
10: Chunk Set BSet ← cki
11: end if
12: end for
13: init dup ratio = the duplicate chunk count

the whole chunk count
14: if init dup ratio < threshold then
15: TSet ← split each element in BSet based on

grain size
16: clear all elements in BSet

17: end if
18: for each element in TSet&BSet do
19: calculate each element’s feature and select out the

similar chunks based on server’s feature recording history
through the vector distances

20: do delta encoding and record delta,metadata ;
21: end for

users on the same day. It represents the low deduplicate ratio
workload. The second one is the Kernel dataset [27] comes
from the Linux kernel archives website. The third one is the
SQL Dump dataset including different periods backup and was
reported by [28]. It is noted that these workloads contains
various modification patterns from users’ daily usage. Thus,
we conduct following experiments on these workloads to fairly
evaluate our design’s benefits.

B. Metrics

We evaluate the efficiency of our method using two
metrics: the Delta Compression Ratio(DCR) and the over-
all time (CPU execution time), where the DCR equals to

unprocessed whole storage size
processed storage size+metadata size . We take the DCR as
the metric to evaluate the benefits by considering the metadata
factor. In addition, the speed performance is also critical in
resemblance data deduplication. Thus, we also measure the
the performance of our design by introducing the overall
time cost metric. All the experiments are conducted on a

clustered platform. The cloud is simulated by three machines.
Each machine is equipped with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790
@3.60Ghz 8 core CPU, 16GB RAM, a 500GB 5400rpm hard
disk and is connected to a 100Mbps network. The OS installed
is Ubuntu 18.10 LTS 64-bit System.

C. Numerical Results and Discussions

First of all, as shown in Figure 2, the DCR in our design
are 3.71%, 4.68%, 1.64%, higher than Finesse, respectively,
when the average chunk size is 2KB, 4KB, 16KB. Our
design uses the principle of locality of similar data (that
is, it is more likely that similar data surround similar data).
The data is divided into granularity processing, focusing on
the most likely to contain similar data. Under the condition
of ensuring the efficiency of deduplication, reduce Metadata
expense caused by the increase in chunks. Finesse makes use
of a grouping strategy, scanning chunks without considering
metadata and dividing them according to the content, then
extracting the feature vector of the chunk, judging similar
data, and performing data deduplication. Due to the excessive
number of sub-chunks, the size of metadata also increases.

In contrast, the DCR of Finese will be low, and during the
recovery of files, metadata detection will increase, which is
not conducive to files’ recovery. At the same time, we can find
that as the chunk length goes from 4K to 8K, the DCR gap
between our method and finesse gradually decreases. When the
chunk length is 16K, the DCR of finesse is almost as same
as that of our method. As the chunk length increases, a file
may be processed as a single chunk, and the locality principle
of the chunk does not play its role. However, all chunks in
Finesse are at a fine-grained level. In addition, as the chunk
length increases, the metadata expense gradually decreases.
Therefore, in general, the difference in DCR between Finesse
and our method gradually decreases as the chunk length
increases.
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Fig. 2. The DCR in MacOS Workload

There are few similar data in the Kernel dataset, and it is
difficult to divide the chunk by the principle of data locality,



so the DCR of our method and Finesse are not very good.
At the same time, most of the files in the Kernel tarred code
dataset are less than 16KB. Most files may be treated as a
single chunk and cannot be divided into variable granularity,
then causes the gap of DCR between Finesse and our method
to reduce gradually. As shown in Figure 3, when the chunk size
is 16K, our method and Finesse gap is 9.52% . Figure 3 shows
that the DCR of our method is 17.85%, 16.95%, and 13.29%,
higher than those of Finesse from 2KB to 8KB. Although
as the chunk length increases, the advantages of our method
in the locality principle gradually decrease, and the gap with
Finesse gradually decreases. Overall, our method’s efficiency
in data deduplication is still higher than that of Finesse.
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There is a large amount of redundant data in the SQL
Dump dataset due to the dump workload. Therefore, when the
average chunk length is small, the same content will generate
more incremental files, occupying more storage space. So as
the chunk length increases, the DCR of Finesse gradually
increases, while the DCR of our method decreases. The
probability of redundant chunks gradually decreases after
the chunk length increases, so that it is difficult to divide
the data with variable granularity. Most of the data is in
a coarse-grained manner. After processing, the accuracy of
data deduplication gradually decreases. Although the DCR of
our method is gradually decreasing and Finesse is gradually
increasing, the DCR of our method is still higher than that
of Finesse. The variable granularity processing can effectively
reduce the number of chunks, reduce the expense of metadata,
and increase DCR. Compared with our method, the effect of
our method is better.

The overall time cost in the Mac dataset is shown in Figure
5. When the chunk size is 2KB, the speed of our method is
11.07 times that of Finesse, mainly because Finesse needs to
fingerprint the data in the chunk in units of chunks. The code
performs operations such as grouping and sorting. Finally, the
feature vector is obtained. Therefore, the time consumption
cost is higher under the small chunk condition. While our
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Fig. 4. The DCR in SQL Dump Workload

method performs variable granularity processing on chunks,
reduces the number of chunks, reduces metadata overhead,
and focuses on calculating chunks that are most likely to
contain redundant data. When the chunk length is from 4KB
to 16KB, the time overhead of Finesse is 4.43, 3.42, 2.29,
and 1.15 times of our method, respectively. It can be seen that
as the chunk length increases, the advantage of our method
gradually decreases, but it is still faster than Finesse. As the
chunk length increases, the proportion of redundant data in
each chunk gradually decreases. Our method needs to perform
fine-grained processing of most chunks to ensure the accuracy
of data deduplication, so the number of chunks increases, and
the cost of time gradually becomes the same as the Finesse.
Nevertheless, on the whole, as the chunk length increases,
the number of chunks decreases in the two methods, and the
detection time cost is gradually reduced. However, the time
cost of our method is lower under comparison.
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In the kernel dataset, as shown in Figure 6, when the chunk
size is from 2KB to 8KB, the time consumption of our-method



method is lower than that of Finesse, and it is maintained at
about 1/5 of Finesse. In contrast, Finesse needs to perform
a fine-grained scan of all data and obtain feature vectors for
similarity detection through methods such as grouping and
sorting, which are time-consuming. So our method is faster
than Finesse. However, as mentioned above, when the chunk
length increases, the proportion of redundant data in each
chunk gradually decreases, and most of the data needs to be
fine-grained processing. The speed of our method gradually
becomes as same as Finesse. So as shown in Figure 6, when
the chunk length reaches 16KB, the time consumption of our
method and Finesse is similar, and may even be the same.
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In the SQL Dump dataset, as shown in Figure 7, in changing
the chunk size from 2KB to 16KB, the speed of our method
and Finesse both is reduced due to the decreasing number
of chunks obtained. So the time consumed in the entire
data deduplication process is also reduced. However, in this
process, the time consumption of Finesse is still higher than
our method, which is 4.31, 2.86, 1.94, and 1.33 times slower
than our method, respectively. It can be seen that when chunks
are small,variable-granularity chunks used by our method have
the potential to reduce time consumption. However, as the
average chunk size increases, our method outperforms Finesse.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

With the prevalence of cloud storage, data deduplication
has been a widely used technology by removing cross users’
duplicate data and saving network bandwidth. The paper
summarizes the state-of-the-art resemblance data deduplica-
tion and analyzes their limitations based on our observation.
Specifically, the chunks following the similar chunk have a
high chance of resembling data locality property and vice
versa. Treating these chunks at the fine-grained level with-
out distinction also increases the metadata size. Moreover,
existing resemblance data deduplication schemes ignore the
performance impact from metadata size. Thus, we propose a
fast variable-grained resemblance data deduplication for cloud
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storage. It dynamically combines the adjacent resemblance
chunks or unique chunks into a large chunk to decrease the
metadata while keeping the chunks located at the transition
region between resemblance chunk and unique chunk for a
high deduplication ratio. Finally, we implement a prototype
and conduct a serial of experiments on real-world datasets.
The results show that our method dramatically reduces the
metadata size while achieving the high deduplication ratio.
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